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Chris

Widener
The Leader of a New Generation
of Personal Development and
Leadership Experts
• Influence
• Impact
• Motivation
• Leadership
• Sales Success

» Chris has been speaking professionally for more
than 20 years. He is a seasoned businessman,
a best-selling author, coach and consultant
to CEOs and other C-level executives, a noted
television personality and a dynamic speaker
recognized worldwide.

Systems, Microsoft and the Harvard Business
School, have benefited from Chris’s speeches
on motivation and leadership. He has given over
1,200 presentations to audiences as large as
20,000 people.

» Author of over 400 articles and nine books, Chris
has also produced more than 30 audio programs
on the subjects of leadership and motivation.
He has contributed as a columnist to SUCCESS
magazine.
» Chris has shared the stage with U.S. presidential
candidates, nationally known television news
anchors, best-selling authors and professional
athletes.
» Groups at some of America’s finest
organizations, including General Electric, Cisco
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What others are saying about
Chris

Widener
“We are selective about which speakers we
utilize at our events. Chris Widener has spoken
to our sales field at our corporate events
and for our leaders at their regional events.
Chris connects well with the audience. He
tells engaging stories, teaches leadership
lessons and uses humor to interact with all in
attendance. Chris does a great job.”
—Angela Chrysler, President & CEO, Team
National

“Chris Widener is the leader of the next
generation of leadership and personal
development experts.” 

—Jim Rohn, best-selling author and
America’s foremost business philosopher

“It’s not every day that we find leaders like
Chris—a leader who possesses a true servant
mentality, who has committed his entire
adult life to helping individuals find success,
a leader who understands the human spirit
and, more importantly, knows how to lead
others to perform beyond what they thought
was possible. Chris Widener is that leader. He
understands that in life, it’s more than just the
destination that counts; it’s the journey that
matters most. Chris is committed to making
your journey the absolute best it can be.”
—Greg Provenzano, ACN President and CoFounder

“Chris Widener is one of the brandnew stars on the international platform
speaking circuit.”
—Denis Waitley, author of Seeds of

“Chris Widener is one of the most genuine,
energizing and compelling speakers in
America. I first heard about Chris because
the late Jim Rohn was grooming Chris to lead
the next generation of personal development
experts. Those are extremely hard shoes to
fill, but after hearing Chris speak, reading his
books, and getting to know him personally, I
know that Jim will be proud to know that Chris,
with his engaging wisdom and wit, is carrying
on the tradition Jim and others set in educating
and challenging people in the Network
Marketing Industry.”
—Richard Brooke, CEO Oxyfresh and 21Ten
“Chris Widener is one of the best speakers
in America today.”
—Brian Tracy, author of
Success Mastery Academy

“Chris Widener is an Arbonne favorite. Over
the last seven years, Chris has spoken nearly
100 times all over the U.S. to conferences put
on by our leaders. Whether it is a group of
100 or 7,000, Chris’ focus is on helping our
consultants get the information they need to
take their business to another level. Chris is
real and down to earth. His straight-shooting
style earns him the respect of the audiences he
speaks to. Unlike many speakers, Chris goes
the extra mile to make sure that he knows your
business so he can articulate the message you
are trying to get across to your consultants.”
—Rita Davenport, President, Arbonne
International

Greatness
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speaking topics

Let Chris Widener educate your group while
instilling humor, excitement and passion.
Leadership Rules:
Become the Leader You Want to Be

New keynote based on his latest book!

Learn leadership skills and character traits that will take you, and your organization, to the next level!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Applying leadership rules to business, parenting and other areas of life
Getting what you expect from yourself and others
The importance of being straightforward and honest
Setting and modeling standards of excellence as a leader
Providing motivational benefits of reward to bring out the best
Working hard—even over-delivering!—toward accomplishing leadership goals

Winning with Influence:
The Real Way to Influence Others

Chris’s most requested keynote!

Let Chris help you learn what the successful already know—how to earn wealth, power, recognition and
influence that will change your life forever and allow you to live the life of your dreams! In this talk you learn:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How to attract people rather than repel them—The difference between “hunting” and “fishing”
How to set and achieve your goals
The key to connecting with people at the heart level rather than just the mind level
How to make a GREAT first impression
The keys to successful relationships with the ones you love and the ones you work with
The 12 character traits/skills of top performers
The methods of persuasion that have lasted thousands of years and passed the test of time, originally
taught by Aristotle himself!

Chris’s Other popular topics include:

The Twelve Pillars of Success—Designing your best life!
You CAN Live the American Dream—The dream is alive and well and you can live it!
Extraordinary Leaders—Leadership skills and character traits that will take you, and your organization, to the next level!
Keys of Successful Teams—How to turn your team into a winner!
Essentials of Time and Personal Management—Discover the essential principles for managing your time
Bringing Balance to a Chaotic Life—Practical steps and ideas to get your life in balance
Note: Chris will tailor his presentation for your organization to create maximum impact.
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top companies impacted

Chris Widener’s personal and professional development
expertise has had an impact on employees of a variety
of top companies worldwide.
ACN

First Horizon Home Loans

Pemco

Advanced Mortgage Group

Ford Motor Company

Peoplesoft

Ameritech

General Dynamics

Philips Medical

Arbonne International

General Electric

Premera Blue Cross

AT&T

GTE

Principal Financial Group

BeautiControl

Herbalife

Prudential Securities

Bechtel Power Corporation

Hewlett Packard

Quixtar

BellSouth
Best Buy

Honeywell
IBM

Red Cross
Shell Oil

Blue Cross

Intel

Starbucks Coffee

Boeing

IRS

State Farm Insurance

Charles Schwab

John L. Scott

SUCCESS Media

Chase Manhattan Bank

Johnson and Johnson

Tastefully Simple

Chevron

Mary Kay

Target

Cisco Systems

Merck

Team National

Citicorp

Microsoft

Texaco

Classmates.com

Mobil

Texas Instruments

Costco

Motorola

The Hartford

Creative Memories
DHL Systems

National Companies
Nikken

The Seattle Times
Unisys

EMC Corp.
Escrow Professionals of Washington

Nordstrom
NuVasive

VideoPlus
Vodafone

Federal Reserve District Banks

PCL Construction

Wealth Masters International
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RESOURCES

ACHIEVE A HIGHER LEVEL OF SUCCESS!
Explore Chris Widener’s exceptional works
that provide life-changing principles of
leadership, motivation and success.

(Full Set Includes 23 CD/DVDs)
Made for Success Series
Want to learn how to achieve
success easier, faster and with fewer struggles? With Chris
Widener’s Made for Success series, you get practical
advice, ideas, tips and training on:

• Leadership • Goal setting
• Time management • Selling techniques
• Motivation and much more!
This incredible DVD/CD set features in-depth interviews
with 23 of today’s most renowned experts in their fields,

Twelve Pillars: The Skills You Need to Succeed
In this program, based on the best-selling book
by Chris Widener and Jim Rohn, Chris walks you
through all 12 pillars that will forever shape
and change your personal and business life
for the better. A must-listen for all those in
search of the good life. (7 CDs with
comprehensive 132-page study guide
workbook)

including America’s foremost business
philosopher Jim Rohn, best-selling co-author
of the Chicken Soup for the Soul series Mark Victor
Hansen, San Antonio Spurs mental training coach David
Cook, former NFL quarterback Tom Flick, former CFO of
Microsoft John Connors and many more.
No personal or corporate library is complete without this
one-of-a-kind series. Share with friends and associates or
get it for yourself to enhance your own life or business!
(23 DVDs/CDs)

Winning with Influence
Chris teaches the 12 characteristics of
dynamic leaders, salespeople and top
performers. Learn what the successful
already know—how to earn wealth,
power, recognition and influence that
will change your life forever and allow
you to live the life of your dreams.
(8 CDs)
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The Extraordinary Leaders Seminar
Make yourself into an extraordinary
leader! Learn the character traits and
skills of leaders, the ways to multiply
leaders, leadership myths and mistakes
and more!
(13 CDs with downloadable workbook)

RESOURCES

The Ultimate Success Series
Chris’s definitive discussions on a
variety of success and leadership
principles, including The Ultimate Time
Management Seminar and Bringing
Balance to a Chaotic Life. (12 CDs)

Invisible Profit System
Learn from Chris how some of the
world’s most financially successful have
solved the “time for money” trap while
also helping others become financially
independent. (1 CD)
HOT
Prospecting
Audio
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B O O K S H E LF

Leadership Rules
An inspiring business fable that champions
leadership for the Everyman. Leadership
Rules is an engaging, refreshing tale
that imparts leadership lessons easily
applied to both work life and interpersonal
relationships.

Twelve
Pillars

Above
All Else

The Art of
Influence

The Angel Inside
Journey to modern-day Florence where a
despondent 30-year-old American goes
to “find himself.” A mysterious old man
leads him on a tour of art, the history of
Michelangelo’s David and a deeper look at
his own life.

The Image

Live the Life You
Have Always
Dreamed Of!
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